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User Manual
Electronic CTS Prepaid Meter DDSY-T10

Electronic CTS Prepaid Meter DDSY-T10

Single Phase Prepaid Keypad Meter
MERKUR once again makes waves in the metering world
by introducing DDSY-T10. MERTRONIC DDSY-T10 is a
single-phase 2 wire, keypad-based, stand-alone prepayment electricity meter in a compact housing that needs to
be installed inside the household. An integrated keypad
and LCD ensure all customer needs are met in one compact design.
MERTRONIC DDSY-T10 is easy to install and ideal for new
reticulation as well as retrofitting of credit meters with
BS footprints. DDSY-T10 has tamper detection features,
including Significant Reverse Energy (SRE) detection. Key
feature of the DDSY-T10 meter is the ability to operate as
a smart prepayment or post-payment meter.
Main Features
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Matchcode

Forward & reverse active power measurement
Prepaid function
Storage month active energy for latest 6 months
Load control
Display readable without main power
Overdraft active energy
Active max.demand measurement
Remaining electric quantity alarm
Event recording
Infrared communication, RS485 communication.

DDSY-T10

Rated voltage

230V

Working voltage

0.7Un~1.3Un

Basic current(Ib )

5A

Maximum current(lmax)

60A

Starting current

0.4%Ib

Rated frequency

50Hz

Frequency variation range

95%~105%fn

Power consumption for voltage circuit

≤2W 5VA

Impulse constant

active 1200imp/kWh

Protection degree

IP54
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Reference standards

Standard

Description

IEC62052-11

Electricity metering equipment (A.C.) – General requirements, tests and test conditions – Part
11: Metering equipment

IEC62053-21

Electricity metering equipment (A.C.) – Particular requirements –Part 21: Static meters for active
energy (classes 1.0 and 2.0)

IEC 62056-21

Electricity Metering-Data exchange for meter reading, Tariff and Load Control-Part 21: direct
local data exchange.

IEC 62056-61

Electricity metering-Data exchange for meter reading, tariff and load control-Part61: object
identification system (OBIS).

IEC 62056-53

Electricity metering-Data exchange for meter reading, tariff and load control-Part53: COSEM
application layer.

IEC 62056-46

Electricity metering-Data exchange for meter reading, tariff and load control-Part 46: data link
layer using HDLC protocol.

IEC 62056-42

Electricity metering-Data exchange for meter reading, tariff and load control-Part 42: physical
layer services and procedures for connection-oriented asynchronous data exchange.

Others

All other relevant IEC specifications for metering equipment
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Installation connection and dimensions

Dimensions Front / Side view

118

62

222

Back with mounting holes

140/148

60

97
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Installation connection and dimensions

Terminal box dimensions

62

Connection
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Meter & Key Function Introduction

Specification
Item

Communication
(Meter)

Parameter

Meter type

Single phase smart keyboard prepayment meter

Active Accuracy

Class 1.0 (IEC 62053-21)

Measuring element

Two elements

Rated voltage Un

230v
Extended operating voltage range:0.7Un ~ 1.3Un

Measuring current In(Imax)A

5(60)A

Operating frequency

50Hz

Starting current

0.004Ib

Basic

Measurement
(Meter)

Sub-item

Pulse constant

1200imp/kWh

Power consumption

Current circuit power consumption≤0.5VA
Voltage circuit power consumption ≤1.8W/8VA

Operating temperature range

-25°C ~ +70°C

Storage temperature

-40°C ~ +85°C

Energy Measurement

Active Energy(import)=|+A|+|-A|
Active Energy(export) = |-A|

Instantaneous Measurement

- Voltage(V)
- Current(A)
- Active power(kW)
- Power factor
- Frequency

Local Communication port 1

1 Optical port (IEC62056-21 E mode) , 1200 bps to
9600bps

Port 1 Protocol

DLMS/Cosem

Time of Day (TOD) Tariff

- Two types of TOD
- Up to 4 tariff
- 1 Day profiles table (4 time span per day profile)
- 1 Week profiles table
- 1 Season profiles table

Step Tariff

Two tables of step tariff, each one has 10 step value,
10 step tariff.
Ten Tariff Step rates( ten tariff classes)

Accuracy

≤ 0.5s/day (in 23°C)

Backup battery

Battery for RTC and displays during power outage:
- 10 years battery operation life
- Operating for at least 2 years in case of any power
failure

Time synchronization

Through central system and local communication

Tariff
(Meter)

RTC
(Meter)
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Meter & Key Function Introduction

Item

Sub-item

Parameter

LED

- 1 Active pulse indicator( red)
- 1 Alarm LED indicator(Yellow)
- 1 credit status indicator(double color, red and green)

LCD dimension

The min size of each digit 65mm x 25mm (l x w)

Backlit

When power on, press any button to activate backlit.
If no operation within 20s, back lit willturn off.

Energy value display

- Active energy: 6+2 digits

Instantaneous
value display

- Power: 3+3 digits
- Voltage:3+1 digits
- Current:2+3 digits
- Frequency:2+2 digits
- Power Factor:1+3 digits

Display mode

- Scroll mode: Display scroll time default is 5s(can be
set:1-99s).
- Manual operating mode: Push Scroll button and
display 4 minutes.
- Power-off display mode: LCD displays nothing, after
button pressing, it can stay 4 minutes

Display Content

Display content is configurable

Display Symbol

- Tariff indicator
- Battery Status indicator
- Credit indicator
- Unit indicator (kWh/kvarh/V/A/W etc.
- Communication indicator
- Currency symbol
- Relay indicator
- Days balance with credit

LED & LCD display
(Meter)
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Meter & Key Function Introduction

Item

Billing
& Max.Demand
(Meter)

Anti-Tamper & Event
(Meter)

Sub-item

Parameter

Billing Data(Energy)

Billing date can be set: any day between 1st ~28th
Stores last 12 times billing data.
Data recorded for billing are:
- Date and Time of current reset
- Import active energy (Total and in each tariff)
- Export active energy
- Credit balance
- Energy consumption monthly
- Credit consumption monthly (withoutservice charge)

Daily Billing

Bill generated at 00:00 everyday
Stores recent 35 days billing data.
Billing Parameters are:
- Import active energy
- Credit balance
- Credit consumption daily (without service charge)

Max.Demand

Block mode.
Demand interval: 1,15,30 or 60 min (configurable,
15min default) .
Demand measure content:
- Import active MD and duration
(Total and in each tariff)

Accumulated MD

When the current max. demand is being reset,
the data of current max. demand will add to the
accumulate demand.
Demand measure content:
- Import active accumulated maximum demand
(Total and in each tariff)

Billing/Max.Demand Reset

- Manual billing:
Press the Config button for over 5s.
- Programming billing:
Billing by PC software and reset max. demand.
- Automatic billing: bill generated automatically on
set date.
- Tariff change: bill generated automatically when the
tariff changes

Alarm&Event log

Recent 100 times event are recorded as follow:
- Terminal cover open event start
- Terminal cover open event end
- Big Magnetic Field influence start
- Big Magnetic Field influence end
- Meter cover open event start
- Meter cover open event end
- Power on
- Energy reverse of phase start
- Energy reverse of phase end
- Energy reverse of neutral start
- Energy reverse of neutral end
- Swell event
- Current unbalance start
- Current unbalance end
- Battery removed event
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Meter & Key Function Introduction

Item

Sub-item

Parameter

Maximum
Switching current(A)

80A

Relay disconnected

In the following situation the relay will disconnect
automatically, the reason can be read through PC
software:
1) When load power exceeds the preset threshold, the
relay will open automatically
2) When applied voltage exceed sthe preset
threshold, the relay will open automatically
3) hardware error
4) When the credit balance is less then the calculated
number of days as preset under grade 2 alarm.
5) When the terminal cover is opened(INHIBIT is on)
6) Local communication or remote communication
sends command.
7) When the credit left is less than the unit price, and
overdraft function not activated.
8) When the credit left is not enough and the
overdraft function has been consumed

Load control

- Overload threshold and overload start, overload
recovery time are all configurable:
- After overload relay disconnects, it will automatically
connect at the recovery time.
- If the Relay disconnects 3 time in 90 mins,
customer needs to press the button on UIU to
connect the relay. One can get the last apparent
power exceed value of the overload through PC
software.

Integrated Disconnect /
Reconnect Switch
(Meter)
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Meter & Key Function Introduction

Item

Perpayment
(Meter)

Security

Keyboard

Sub-item

Parameter

Recharge method

Keyboard recharge

Charge mode

- Charge credit: Local currency
- Unit price:Step tariff and TOU tariff
(default step tariff)
- Service charge: 2 grades. Utility charges users every
month for service charge. It will be deducted on the
billing day and can be configured by PC software
- The meter will be activated after the use of 1 kWh.
Only then the service charge can be deducted. As
long as the meter is not activated it is not enabled
for billing.

Remaining credit

Based on the last 7 days’ consumption, the meter
can predict for how many days the left credit can last.
2 grades of credit alarm are available for configuration

Alarms

Credit Hoarding is configurable:
If user charging credit plus the left credit in meter is
larger than the preset credit hoarding, the charging
will fail and the indication will be “Over”. The charging
card can be used when the hoarding term is no longer
fullfilled.

Anti electricity hoarding

Overdraft credit is configurable. Press the display
button on the meter for 5 seconds to activate it once
the credit is finished. Meter will record the energy
used in overdraft mode. When the overdraft credit is
used up, the relay will disconnect automatically.

Friendly credit

In friendly hours, the relay does not disconnect even if
the credit is not enough.
Time interval configuration: Configurable through
programming
Friendly Credit can be configured under following
period:
- Daily between 00:00am till 23:59pm
- Weekend: from Monday to Sunday, two days a week
at most.
- Fixed holiday: 15 days
Special holiday: 2 kinds (two kinds of holidays in total
at most 50)

Data encryption/decryption

AES128 method used in all information exchanges in
private network
CTS / STS method in token export and import.

Information input

0-9 number keyboard.delete.enter
Token input
Tariff input
TOU input
Alarm status recover
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Meter & Key Function Introduction

Item

Mechanical
(Meter)

Sub-item

Parameter

Terminal box

BS Standard

Enclosure protection

IP54(indoor)

Meter casing

Protection class II

Seal

1 Meter terminal cover seals
2 Meter cover seals

Protection against mechanical stroke and shake

Complies to IEC62052-11 Clause 5.2.2.1, Clause
5.2.2.2 && Clause 5.2.2.3

Dimensions(LxWxH)

222mm*118mm*62mm

Weight of the meter, kg

Approx.0.86kg

Power consumption

Current circuit power consumption≤0.5VA

Voltage circuit power consumption ≤1.8W/8VA

Current circuit power consumption≤0.5VA

Operating temperature range

-25°C ~ +70°C

Storage temperature

-40°C ~ +85°C
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Measurement

Energy Measurement
1)

2)
3)

Measurement mode:
- Active Energy (import) = |+A|+|-A|
- Active Energy (export)= | -A |
Class index: active energy metering class 1.0
Measurement function for:
- Import active energy
(Total and in each tariff)
- Export active energy

Punishment measurement
When meter is affected by external 0.5T high-intensity magnetic field interference, the current working
power will be calculated at rated voltage * 1.5 Imax
Instantaneous Values
The instantaneous values are:
- Voltage
- Current
- Power factor
- Active power
- Frequency
Demand Measurement
The demand for the period is simply the accumulated energy divided by the fraction of an hour that the
demand period is. When a demand period ends, the demand is compared with the channel’s active maximum demand (MD)register. If it is larger, the new maximum demand register and the time of maximum
demand is updated to the current time.
When the current max. demand is reset, the data of current max. demand will add to the accumulated
demand.
1)
MD measurement mode: 1,15,30 or 60 min(configurable)
2)
Manually clearing MD
- Manual billing: Pressing the Configuration button for over 5s.
- Programming billing: Billing by PC software and reset max. demand.
- Automatical billing: Billing automatically on billing days.
- Tariff changed: Billing automatically when tariff changed.
3)
Demand measurement content: Import active MD and duration(Total and in each tariff)
4)
Accumulate maximum demand measure content: Import active accumulated maximum demand
(Total and in each tariff)
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Display

LCD full-screen display

Symbols

LCD Symbol

Description
energy,
voltage, current,
Display: energy, voltage,Display:
current, active
power, credit,
Display:
energy,
voltage,
current,
active
power,
credit,
Display:
energy,voltage,
voltage,current,
current,active
activepower,
power,
credit, price etc.
price
etc.energy,
credit,
Display:
credit,
price
etc.
Display:
energy,
voltage,
current,
active
power,
priceetc.
etc.energy, voltage, current, active power, credit,
price
Display:
credit,
Display:
energy, voltage,
voltage, current,
current, active
active power,
power, credit,
credit,
price
etc.energy,
Display:
price etc.
OBIS display
priceetc.
etc.
price

active power,

OBIS display
OBIS
display
OBISdisplay
display
Communication symbol
OBIS
Communication
OBIS display symbol
Meter is communicating if displayed.
OBIS is
display
Communication
symbol
Meter
communicating
OBISdisplay
display
Communication
symbol if displayed.
OBIS
Communication
symbol
Meter
is
communicating
if
displayed.
No
communication
if not displayed.
No communication if not displayed.
Meter
communicating
ifdisplayed.
displayed.
Communication
symbol
Meter
isiscommunicating
ifdisplayed.
No
communication
if not
Communication
symbol
No
communication
notdisplayed.
Meter
is communicating
ifdisplayed.
displayed.
Communication
symbol
No
communication
ififnot
Communication
symbol
Meter
is communicating
if displayed.
No
communication
if not displayed.
Meter
communicating
ifdisplayed.
displayed.
Meter
isiscommunicating
No communication
if notifdisplayed.
Nocommunication
communication
not
displayed. kWh, kvarh, VA, V, A, W unit
No
displayed.
kWh,
kvarh, VA, V, A,ififWnot
unit
kWh,
kvarh,
VA,
V,
A,
W
unit
kWh,kvarh,
kvarh,VA,
VA,V,
V,A,
A,W
Wunit
unit
kWh,
kWh, kvarh, VA, V, A, W unit
kWh, kvarh, VA, V, A, W unit
Low-battery and no-battery alarm
kWh,kvarh,
kvarh,VA,
VA,V,V,A,A,W
Wunit
unit
kWh,
Low-battery and no-battery alarm
Low-battery
and
no-battery
alarm
T1 means running in tariff 1;
Low-battery
andno-battery
no-battery
alarm
T1
means running
in tariff
1;
Low-battery
and
alarm
T1
means
running
in tariff
1;
Low-battery
and
no-battery
alarm
T1
meansrunning
running
tariff
1; means
T2 means
T2
2T3
running inrunning in tariff 2
Low-battery
and no-battery
alarm
T1
means
inintariff
1;
Low-battery
and
no-battery
alarm
T2
running
in
2T3
T1
1;
Low-battery
no-battery
alarm
T2means
meansand
running
intariff
tariff
2T3means
meansrunning
runningin
in

T1means
means
runninginintariff
tariff
1; means
tariff
3; t 1running
meanunning
in 2T3
step
tariff
T2
running inrunning
T3 means
T1means
means
running
intariff
tariff
1; means
T1
in
T2
running
in
tariff
2T3
running in
tariff
3; t 1running
meanunning
in 1;
step
tariff
tariff
meanunning
steptariff
tariff
T2 means
running
in tariff
2T3
means
running running
in
tariff
3;3;t t11meanunning
ininstep
T4 means
T2
means
running
in
tariff
2T3
means
runningin
in
T2
means
in tariff
tariff
3; t 1running
meanunning
in 2T3
stepmeans
tariff running
tariff 3; t 1 meanunning in step tariff
….support
tariff3;
3;tt11meanunning
meanunningin
instep
steptariff
tariff
tariff

in tariff 3;
in tariff 4;
T8
1 means running in step tariff

Quadrant instruction(reserved)
Quadrant
instruction(reserved)
Quadrantinstruction(reserved)
instruction(reserved) Quadrant
PL
Quadrant
PL
Quadrant
instruction(reserved)
PL
C\G3(P
PL
Quadrant instruction(reserved)
Quadrant
instruction(reserved)
C\G3(P
PL
Quadrant
instruction(reserved)
C\G3(P
rime)\GPRS
Signal strength
C\G3(P
PL
or
or
oror
or
or
or
or
or
or
oror
or
or
or
or
or
or
oror
or
or
or
or

৳৳
৳৳৳
৳
৳৳

R

instruction(reserved)

PL
rime)\GPRS
Signal
strength
PLC\G3(Prime)\GPRS
Signal strength
C\G3(P
PL
rime)\GPRS
Signal
strength
The
value onSignal
the
display
is the remaining
credit
rime)\GPRS
strength
C\G3(P
C\G3(P
The
value
on
the
display
is the
remaining
credit
rime)\GPRS
strength
C\G3(P
The
valueon
onSignal
thedisplay
display
theremaining
remainingcredit
credit
The
value
the
isisthe
rime)\GPRS
Signal
strength
rime)\GPRS
Signal
strength
The value onSignal
the display
is the remaining credit
rime)\GPRS
strength
The value on the display
is the
remaining
credit
The
value
oncredit
the display is the remaining credit
Tamper
event
Thevalue
value
onthe
thedisplay
display
the
remaining
credit
The
on
isisthe
remaining
Tamper
event
Tamperevent
event
Tamper
Tamper event
Tamper event
Weeks\Days
with balance credit
Tamperevent
event
Tamper event
Tamper
Weeks\Days
with
balance
credit
Weeks\Dayswith
withbalance
balancecredit
credit
Weeks\Days
Currency
symbol
Weeks\Days
with balance credit
Weeks\Days
with balance credit
Currency
symbol
Currency
symbol
Weeks\Days
withbalance
balancecredit
credit
Currency
symbol
Weeks\Days
with
Weeks\Days with balance credit
Currency symbol
Currency symbol
Currencysymbol
symbol
Currency
Relay open
Relay
open
Relayopen
open
Relay
close
Relay
Relay
close
Relay
open
Relayclose
close
Relay
Relay
open
Relayopen
open
close
Relay
Relay close
Relayclose
close
Relay
Power factor
Power
factor
Powerfactor
factor
Power
Power factor
Power factor
Power
factor
Power factor

Currency symbol
Relay open
Relay close
Power factor
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Display

LED display

Indicator

Status

Pulse LED

Red LED

Alarm LED

Yellow LED:
When meter terminal cover open, meter
cover open, reverse, bypass, under magnetic
influence,overload and overvoltage occur.
Blue LED:
When relay disconnects, the blue LED will flicker.
2 grades: Days with balance credit: first
grade>second grade>0 unit: day
When remaining credit can support days more
than first grade, green LED is on constantly.

Credit status LED

When remaining credit can support days less
than first grade, red LED is on constantly.
When remaining credit can support days less
than second grade, red LED is on and the relay
is disconnected.

Display mode		

Button display, normal display and power-off display

Display time		
			
			

- Normal display mode: Normal display time is configurable, 1-99s,
default is 5s;
- Button display time is fixed at about 4min, the mode will transfer to
normal display when time is up
- Power-off display mode: LCD displays nothing. After pressing any
button, it will stay on for four minutes.

		
			

Display content
Display contents are
configurable.

OBIS code

Description

1.8.8.0

Current balance

1.8.8.1

Overdraft threshold

1.8.8.2

Alarm threshold-1

1.8.8.3

Alarm threshold-2

1.8.8.4

Accumulated amount

1.8.0

Positive active energy

1.8.28

Utility Rates

42.00

Meter serial number (address)

0.9.2

Time, Date

32.7.0

Voltage

31.7.0

Current

21.7.0

Active Power

33.7.0

Power factor

1.6.0

Maximum demand

relay-on

Relay status

R
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Display / Communication

RTC		

The clock supports the following functions:

		

				- Auto-switch of leap year
				
- The entity error≤0.5s/Day(in 23°C)
				
- Battery:Replaceable battery for display and RTC during
				 power outage:
					
- 10 years battery operational life
					
- Operating for at least 2 years in case of any power failure
				
- After power off, within one hour, battery should be replaced.

- Default interval:1,15,30,60minutes(configurable),
default 15 minutes.
- Stores: More than 35 days 15minutes intervals
(3360 records minimum).

Load Profile		
				
				
			
				

Optical Communication

Data recorded as follows:
Capture Object Description

Unit

Total import active energy

kWh

Import active demand

kW

1)
2)

Communication rate is 1200 bps ~ 9600bps.
The communication protocol is IEC62056-21 E mode

R
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Billing

Monthly billing data

a)

Billing date setting: any day between 1st ~28th,
default setting is 1st 0:00 of each month

b)

Billing method:
- Automatic Billing: Billing day is configurable from 1-28 in
integral point, when billing occurred, the meter will deduct the
service charge.
- Manual Billing by pressing button: Press the Programming
Button for 5 seconds to operate manual billing and reset
present max demand
- Manual billing: Upon sending the command through
PC software, the meter will generate the bill immediately.
- Billing when tariff changes: The switch between step and
TOU mode or charge between 2 tariffs and 2 steps will cause
billing

c)

Storage of the recent 12 times billing data as follows:
Billing Content

Unit

Billing time(reset time)

Daily billing data

Total import active energy

kWh

Import active energy of T1

kWh

Import active energy of T2

kWh

Import active energy of T3

kWh

Import active energy of T4

kWh

Total export active energy

kW

Credit balance

$ or other

Active energy of present month

kWh

Consumed credit of present month

$ or other

a)

Freeze method: Freeze the energy and credit everyday 00:00,
if power failure occurs, the meter will freeze the data in the
		
moment it is connected to the grid.
b)

Storage of the recent 40 days billing data as follows:
Billing Content

Unit

Daily billing time

kWh

Total import active energy

kWh

Credit balance

$ or other

Daily consumed credit

$ or other

R
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Event Records

Event Records		

It maximum records 15 items and 100 standard events.

Event Items

Event name

Event name

Meter cover open event start

Meter cover open event end

Terminal cover open event start

Terminal cover open event end

Big Magnetic Field influence start

Big Magnetic Field influence end

Energy reverse of phase start

Energy reverse of phase end

Energy reverse of neutral start

Energy reverse of neutral end

Current unbalance(Bypass) start

Current unbalance end

Power on

Swell event

Battery removed event

Swell

Event

Delay time

Meter cover open, terminal cover open,
magnetic influence

1s(Non- configurable)

Energy reverse of phase

5s(Non- configurable)

Energy reverse of neutral

5s(Non- configurable)

Event parameter setting

Current unbalance(Bypass) start

5s(Non- configurable)

Over load threshold

1~1000kVA configurable

Judgment time of over load start/end

1~3600s configurable

Over voltage threshold

1~600V configurable

Judgment time of over voltage

1~60s configurable
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Event Records / Error Codes

Error codes (Tampered wiring)
The code of bypass and reverse is as follows. The relevant code will be shown on the last screen of the
display if the tamper event occurs and the meter measures normal.

No.
00 (Normal wiring
not display)

Description
Condition : Normal wiring not tampered
Phase and Neutral connection Forward (Normal condition)
Condition : Normal wiring not tampered
Phase and Neutral connection reversed
Condition: Phase and Neutral Current Reversed
Phase and Neutral connection Forward

03

Condition: Phase and Neutral Current Reversed
Phase and Neutral connection Reversed

05

Condition: Full Load Earth returned
Phase and Neutral connection Forward

06

Condition: Full Load Earth returned
Phase and Neutral connection Reversed

07

Condition: Full Load Earth returned and current reversed
Phase and Neutral connection Forward

08

Condition: Full Load Earth returned and current reversed
Phase and Neutral connection Reversed

09

Condition: Partial load earth returned
Phase and Neutral connection Forward

10

Condition: Partial load earth returned
Phase and Neutral connection Reversed

11

Condition: Partial load earth returned and current reversed
Phase and Neutral connection Forward

12

Condition: Partial load earth returned and current reversed
Phase and Neutral connection Reversed
Condition: Neutral current reversed
Phase and Neutral connection Forward

13

Condition: Neutral current reversed
Phase and Neutral connection reversed
Condition: Phase current reversed
Phase and Neutral connection Forward

15

Condition: Phase current reversed
Phase and Neutral connection Reversed

17

Condition: Partial load earth returned and neutral current reversed
Phase and Neutral connection Forward

18

Condition: Partial load earth returned and neutral current reversed
Phase and Neutral connection Reversed

19

Condition: Partial load earth returned and Phase current reversed
Phase and Neutral connection Forward

20

Condition: Partial load earth returned and Phase current reversed
Phase and Neutral connection reversed
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Relay

Relay
The meter has a 80A relay to disconnect in specific time and to let the meter control power use and
support remote command. Relay order status and actual status is readable; the operation of the
relay normally has 5s delay.
When relay disconnects, PC software can access to the reason of the disconnection. User can connect it according to the instruction. When it comes to disconnection because of low credit and other
reasons together, it is highly recommended that user charges first and then to look for another
reason.

Disconnection and alarm

Reason

Connection instruction

Meter sounds alarm;
Meter LCD shows disconnection of relay and
blue LED flickers

Over load

Lower the load, and press the whtie buttons
1 and 2 on keyboard for 3s, the relay will
connect immediately, or wait for 15 mins,
the relay will connect automatically;
Push the white button 2 and 3 on keyboard
to stop sound alarm

Meter LCD shows disconnection and Blue
LED flickers

Over load

Over voltage protection, press the white
button 1 and 4 for 3s to connect the relay.

Meter LCD shows disconnection and the
second triangle indicates and blue LED
flickers

Meter sounds alarm;
Meter LCD shows disconnection and credit
indicator Red LED flickers

Meter LCD shows disconnection

Close the Terminal box and request the
utility to clear the Tamper event via Remote
Control or using Correction Card

Terminal opened

Credit warning
Credit Finish (no use emergency credit)
Credit Finish (used emergency credit)

Disconnect by COM or E2 ROM Error

R

Check the remaining credit
and charge ASAP
Remaining credit >0, push white button 1
and 2 on keyboard for 3s to
connect the relay; remaining
credit<0, press white button 2 and 3 on
keyboard
3s to activate overdraft
Mode;
Press the white button 2 and 3 on keyboard
to stop sound alarm
If the credit is not enough and there is no
other reason for the disconnection, contact
the utility for maintenance or meter change.
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Relay

Overload disconnection
When the meter has enough credit but the load exceeds the preset threshold (Unit kVA) meter will
flicker and trigger alarm after the preset “overload judgment time”, and then disconnect the relay;
and after “overload judgement time”, meter will connect the relay automatically. All judgment time
is configurable from 10s to 3600s.
If 3 Overload disconnections occur continually within 90 mins, then the meter relay has to be connected manually by pressing White buttons 1 and 2 on keyboard.

Over voltage disconnection
When the voltage exceeds the preset threshold (Unit V) after judgment time, the meter will alarm
with flicker and disconnect the relay. The judgment time is configurable from 1s to 60s. When over
voltage disconnection occurs, user has to connect the relay by pressing the white buttons 1 and 4
on the keyboard.
Open Terminal cover disconnection
This function can be on or off. If this function is on, the meter will disconnect the relay when the
terminal cover was removed. In this situation, user needs PC software or a correction card to clear
tamper status to connect the relay.
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Relay

Remote disconnection
In emergency the utility can send a command to the meter remotely to connect or to disconnect.
The meter will connect or disconnect the relay as soon as it receives the command. If the relay is
remotely disconnected, it can only be connected under the command of remote control. If the user
had opened the terminal cover, it is recommended that user or Utility team close the terminal cover
and connect the relay remotely.

Low credit disconnection during unfriendly hours
During normal hours, when the remaining credit are no more than second grade threshold, the red
indicator will flicker and the relay will disconnect to remind users to charge.
During normal hours, when the remaining credit is not enough for one charge (deduct), the relay
will disconnect. In this situation, user should charge ASAP, or push white button to activate overdraft function. After connecting the relay by push button, the meter will trigger sound alarm, push
the white buttons 2 and 3 to stop it.
During normal hours, when the relay is disconnected because of using up overdraft amount, user
can only connect it by charging.

Low credit disconnection during friendly hours
After charging and not in the friendly hours, if the balance credit can support days which is not
more than the preset second grade threshold, or balance credit is not enough for one charge (deduct), or overdraft function is activated and used up, the relay will disconnect. But when it comes to
friendly hours first time after charging, the relay will connect automatically. When friendly hours are
over, the relay will disconnect. After that Users can connect the relay by charging.
In Friendly hours there is no disconnection of relay, it is purely based on the judgment of the balance credit, it only works when credit is low or out, but will not be activated when there is tamper
event, over load, over voltage and remote disconnection.
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Prepayment function

Charge mode
This type of meter supports remote charging and keyboard charging. The remaining credit means
the credit left in the meter which can be used.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Billing mode: credit billing.
Charge mode: 1kWh charge once
Unit price: Step tariff and TOU tariff(default step tariff)
Charge mode and electricity price plan are available for starting at appointed time

TOU Tariff
2 TOU tariffs available, one for present use and one for backup. The switch time can be set through
PC software or keyboard. Switch timing between Present and Back up are set. The switch will cause
billing.
Item

Value

Tariff

8 (configurable)

Time

4

Time bucket

1

Week profile

1

Season profile

1

Step tariff
2 step tariffs available, one for present use, one for backup. Each tariff has 10 step values and 10
step tariffs. The switch time can be set through PC software or keyboard. When reading the appointed switch time, the backup plan will be activated. The switch will cause billing.
For each Step Tariff a "start" value and an "end" value (integer) and a unit price for this Step Tariff
need to be set (4digit decimals)

For example: in this month the energy was between 1~5kwh, the unit price is 1.5000; when the
energy reaches 6kwh, the unit price will be 2.0000, and the 1-5kwh will have price difference to deduct. If this Index was not started from 1, for instance index3, there is no price difference to deduct.
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Prepayment function

Service charge
Service charge is the fixed amount that the utility charges to the users. After activation of the meter, the meter will deduct it on the billing day every month. There are 2 service charges files available, one for current use, the other is back up. In each service charge file there are 2 grades.
Service charge configuration: Every boundary of service charge needs a start value, end value (integer), and the service charge of this index (4 digits decimals)

For example: if the consumption is no larger than 50kWh, the service charge is 1.0000 per month.
If the consumption is larger than 50kWh, the service charge is 1.5000 per month.
Service charge activation: after the meters come out of the factory, when the consumption arrives
1kWh, the meter is activated. Activation will deduct the service charge of this month immediately,
if the consumption of this month is larger than boundary 2, the meter will deduct the money difference on the billing day while deducting the service charge of the next month in boundary 1. The
decimals, which are not charged this month, will be charge in the next month.
Switch of tariff and service charge: back up service charge profile will not be switched to use unless the tariff profile was switched. If user currently uses step tariff, it is only the step tariff changes
to another file, will the service charge be changed. So is the TOU tariff and service charge.

Credit hoarding
If charging amount plus remaining credit is bigger than the credit hoarding, the user card will be
rejected indicating “Over” and can be used for next time when the credit consumed.
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Prepayment function

Overdraft
When the user had his meter account opened and charged and the credit in the meter is not
enough for one charge (deduct), the relay will disconnect. In this situation, user can activate the
overdraft function: push the blue button on keyboard or the scroll button on the meter for 3s to
activate.
Once this function is activated successfully, meter LCD will show the overdraft credit for 2s (configurable through a PC software or keyboard). Or, the LCD will show “xx Reject”, which means overdraft
function was rejected.
LCD description

Meaning

xxxxxx.xx Credit $ or other

Overdraft activated, and indicates the relevant credit for 2s

01 Reject

Overdraft has been activated before

02 Reject

No need to activated overdraft.

03 Reject

The meter did not get the account opened, overdraft will not be allowed

SS Reject

Overdraft has not been activated before, but the meter is in negative number debt status,
which is higher than overdraft amount. Overdraft not allowed.
Or, under the condition, remaining credit=0, overdraft amount=0 and user attempts to
activate overdraft function

When meter is in overdraft mode (remaining credit less than 0), it will record the energy used in
this mode. When overdraft mode is over, the energy recorded under overdraft will reset. Next time
in overdraft mode the meter will record again. If the overdraft amount was used up and status is
not in the friendly hours, the meter is not allowed to access power any more.

The weeks/days remaining credit could support
The utility can set the threshold for the 2 grades of alarm for the remaining weeks/days through PC
software. Unit: Weeks/Days
When the remaining days are less than the first grade alarm threshold, the red credit indicator led
will flicker and the relay will disconnect to remind the user to recharge. The meter will trigger a
sound alarm.
Calculation of remaining days: based on the last 7 days consumption, the meter will use the average value of last seven days to calculate the balance days the credit will last. If the total consumption of last 7 days are 0 and credit >0, the remaining days will be “9999”. If the remaining credit is
< 0, the remaining days will be 0.
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Prepayment function

Friendly Credit mode
Friendly hours can be switched on or off through a PC software or a remote command. When
friendly hours are on, in the preset friendly hours, the relay will not disconnect because of low credit
or negative number debt. Users can use power with a negative number credit until the friendly
hours come to the end. Details please see "Low credit disconnection during friendly hours" page
21.
Friendly hours are only allowed once after each charge. If the friendly hour is off, users have to
charge again to activate it.
Friendly hours are configurable (through PC software):
a) Night Time: for example 20:00~8:00, means 20:00 to 8:00 of the next morning
b) Weekends: At most two days
c) Holidays (13 different days)
d) Festivals (2 different days)

Correction Card
When the users are charging with a token number not belonging to them the utility can at a later
stage deduct this credit by means of a correction card. The utility can also use a correction card to
clear the open terminal cover tampering event and then detect repeated tamper events again.
After using a correction card, another correction card can be used after 5 minutes. If a used correction card is applied to the meter the display will show "USED".
Preset credit
After the meter comes out of the factory, utility can put preset credit into the meter to allow users
to use before they open their account through set card or PC software. After the users opened their
account and charging, the meter will deduct the preset credit automatically. For example: the preset credit= 15, so the remaining credit= 15, the user consumed credit= 5, and after that the user
goes to open account and charging 10, after charging, the meter will deduct the preset credit, so
the remaining credit=5
Preset credit is only allowed to set once; it is not allowed to set after charging.
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Keyboard Function

Keyboard Function
The keyboard is the clients terminal of the prepayment
system. By means of the push button operation the
client will insert the token into the meter to store the
credit acquired from the utility against his payment.
The keyboard is also being used to apply the settings of
the meter.
Data transmission mode
The vending system generates a Token with 20 digits,
through the keyboard, PLC, G3/Prime, GPRS channel
to input the Token number into the meter. 20 digits Token
no. is issued through Key no. and Sequence no. consistency judgment, if the meter’s Key no.,
Sequence no. and the system is inconsistent, decryption failure will occur. After each successfull
acceptance of a token, the sequence no. counts upwards till maximum 201. Then it will reset to 1
again.
Note: Due to the limit of the Token digit numbers, so for some functions, the Token may be more than one, we need to enter
the Tokens one by one, the missing of input number or Token will lead to decryption failure.

Functions list
1

Input times synchronization (key change)

As mentioned above when the Sequence No. reaches 200, the system will generate a Token using
Key no. and Sequence no. to synchronize and reset it to 1 again. In some other cases, the system
will generate the times of synchronous Token, such as the tariff change, step tariff change. In the
test, if you forget the meter’s Key No. and Sequence No. you can use the function of times synchronization, to update the meter value.
Note: the same times synchronous Token can be used only once.

2

Tariff setting

Meter supports 8 tariffs, whether utility set single tariff or multi tariff. It will also generate 9 groups
of Token which contain setting of the tariff data.:
a) Tariff active way: normal and immediate. Normal: according to the selected date, when the meter receives the data which set the meter to run new tariff.
Immediate: without date limit, the new tariff runs immediately.
b) Tariff active date: date of tariff execution.
c) Tariff values - period of time - price of electricity
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Keyboard Function

3

Step tariff setting

The meter supports 8 steps and parameters.
a) Step active way: normal and immediate.
Normal: according to the selected date, when the meter receives the data which set the meter to
run new tariff. Immediate: No date limit, the new tariff runs immediately.
b) Tariff active date: date of tariff execution.
c) Step values: range of steps: price of electricity.
4

Overdraft amount setting

The meter can be set to a certain amount of Overdraft value. When the balance credit is consumed,
if Overdraft value is set, the client can continue to receive electricity for emergency use. After the
client has recharged the meter will take into account the use emergency overdraft amount of energy and deduct it from the new token amount.
5

Amount of hoarding setting

Set the maximum value of the remaining amount in the meter, if the recharge exceeds the set
value, the recharge attempt will fail.
6

Alarm amount setting

When the remaining balance amount is lower than this value, the meter will trigger an alarm,
prompting the client to recharge in time.
7

Purchase electricity

Charge credit into the meter.
8

Clear the credit

Clear the remaining credit amount in the meter.
9

Test Token: all - relays - LCD

Test Token used to test the LCD display is normal or not, if there is missing row, check the
normal operation of the relay.
10

Maximum power setting:

Set the maximum power at a certain period of time. If the meter exceeds a preset threshold value,
the meter will automatically stop after 30 seconds. If the maximum power has been exceeded for
5 times consecutively the meter will disconnect for 30 minutes. When restarting the client needs to
do so at reduced power. Then th meter can recover.
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Keyboard Function

Maximum power setting:
a) Tariff active way: normal and immediate.
b) Active date: Start date of execution power limit.
c) Power value, period of time, threshold value of power.
11

Friendly mode

Functional description: the customer in the absence of the remaining amount and no overdraft
amount, set this parameter to continue allow customer to use electricity, as keeping power function.
One week will be set ordinary and weekend, if it is normal, according to the selection of the period
to carry out electricity, if in the weekend keeping power for 24 hours.
Friendly mode parameter information:
a) Mode: enable or disable.
b) Period time.
c) Normal - weekend
d) Keeping power on times: A few times to keeping power on, more than the number of times,
the keeping power mode will no longer perform.
12

Clear tamper event

If the customer opened the meter terminal cover, the meter will generate tamper event, and immediately switch off the relay and alarm. The event can only be cleared by generating Token and
restoring the terminal cover. When power on or of, if customer opens the terminal cover on both
status, this event will generate.
13

Weekend setting

According to the date of the choice of holidays, if friendly mode enabled, when the meter is set
during the holidays and even if there is no remaining amount or the amount of overdraft, the power
will not disconnect, so that customer continue to use electricity. Date mode: day\ month\year or
day\month in Friendly mode
The day\ month\year mode: just execute once, when the activation day arrives this day\ month\
year keeping power on.
Holiday parameter information:
a) Mode: enable or disable, can delete one day from enable holidays list.
b) Data: YYYY-MM-DD or MM-DD
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Keyboard Function / Special function

14

Unregister

Some meters, when the customer does not use and need to return the remaining amount of the
meter, need to perform the unregister operation. When the meter successfully decrypt off Token,
will display the 20 digit Token in the LCD screen, the Token contains the remaining amount (only
integer decimal rounding), meter status information. The Token input to the system, the system
will get the corresponding information, the remaining amount will be returned to the custom at
the same time, the system will display the remaining amount, holidays, friendly mode, purchase
records, electricity records (showing the number of data, billing data).
15

Meter mode switch

The meter can be switched between the normal mode and the prepaid mode by Token.
Special function:
For single-phase watt hour meter, when the meter is connected properly, there is no voltage input
(power off), the meter relay will automatically disconnect the meter in the pull state. When the
meter to restore power supply (power on), the meter will automatically close the relay, the meter is
in the closing state, the meter to work properly, this function to prevent custom stealing electricity.
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Meter operating instructions

Meter operating instructions
This type of prepaid meter in addition to the management of TOKEN (number of synchronous
TOKEN, test TOKEN), other TOKEN generated according to KEYNO and SEQNO, the meter in the decryption TOKEN need to use the same KEYNO and SEQNO, otherwise decryption fails.
Three Phase Keypad meter: If inserting Token no. through any external Keypad system, Token will
be rejected and will show an error message.
a)
A purchase TOKEN: Input the Token, upon successfull entry, LCD will display "Success" and
displaying purchase amount. If failed it will display error code(Error code see Appendix)
b)
Clear TOKEN: Input the Token no. of Clear Token, upon successful entry, LCD will display
"Success" and relay will be disconnected. LCD willdisplay pull, every 5 seconds 5 short tone showing remaining amount 0. If failed it will display error code (Error code see Appendix)
c)
Set the amount of overdraft TOKEN: Input the Token, upon successfull entry, LCD will
display "Success". If failed it will display error code(Error code see Appendix)
d)
Set up the amount of TOKEN: Input the Token, upon successful entry, LCD will display
"Success". If failed it will display error code(Error code see Appendix)
e)
Set tariff TOKEN: Input the Token, upon successful entry, LCD will display "Success". If
failed it will display error code(Error code see Appendix)
f)
Step tariff TOKEN: Input the Token, upon successful entry, LCD will display "Success". If
failed it will display error code(Error code see Appendix)).
g)
Set the maximum power of TOKEN: Input the Token, upon successful entry, LCD will display
"Success". If failed it will display error code(Error code see Appendix)
h)
Clear open terminal status TOKEN: when the cover is open, meter will enter into Cover
Open Temper mode and Trigger alarm. Cover should be closed first and input the Clear Temper
Token no. upon successful entry, LCD will display "Success". If failed it will display error code(Error
code see Appendix)
i)
Switching meter working mode: Switch meter between Pre-payment to Normal meter and
vice versa. Input the Token, upon successful entry, LCD will not show any Pre-payment Parameters.
If failed it will display error code(Error code see Appendix)
j)
Setting friendly period TOKEN: Input the Token, upon successful entry, LCD will display
"Success". If failed it will display error code(Error code see Appendix)
k)
The times synchronous TOKEN: the TOKEN in SEQNO to 200, KEYNO 1, after the success
of synchronous SEQNO is 1, KEYNO is 1 and the value of error: display "SUCCESS", display the error
code (error code appendix1).
l)
Test TOKEN: Input the Token, upon successful entry, LCD will display "Success" :according
to the test operation to generate the corresponding test: all test, relay test, LCD display test,. If
failed it will display error code(Error code see Appendix)
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Error code list

Error code

Error code description

32

Meter No. error

35

Memory error

37

Decryption failure

38

Purchase over hoarding amount

84

Token is used
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